
Instructions for Botanical Gardens Parking Crew 

 

 

Where do participants and parents park? 

Crew members and families will enter the Norfolk Botanical Gardens (NBG) from the main gate.   

Volunteers will be stationed on the road to direct traffic. 

Drivers enter NBG through the main gate, and proceed to (1) park in Duck Pond parking, or (2) drive to 

Fisherman's’ Circle to drop off equipment, or (3) drive through the NBG toll booth to park inside the 

gardens.  

 

We need volunteers at the following stations: 

- 2-3 at the entrance road close to the turn into the Duck Pond parking (sometimes 1 Norfolk 

police is there as well). Need 3 people 5:45 a.m.- 7:30, and 1-2 people 7:30 - 8:00/9:00 

- 4-5 at the Duck Pond parking. Need 4-5 people 5:45 a.m. - 7:30 

- 2 at the Fisherman’s Gate traffic circle directing traffic 5:45-8:00 

- 6 Gate attendants for foot traffic into NBG/regatta (2 people 8:00--9:00, 2 people 9:00-10:30, 1 

person 10:30-12:00, 1 person 12:00-1:30pm) 

 

**All participants (crew members, families) staying for the regatta will be directed to park in the Duck 

Pond parking lot on your right. It is a very short and safe walk to the regatta.   

  -- exception: folks bringing in heavy coolers or equipment may be allowed to drive to gate, drop off and come 

back.  

 

Duck Pond parking volunteers will direct parking, making sure cars park close to each other to maximize 

space.    

 

** If a driver is dropping off a rower AND NOT STAYING, he/she may pass the duck pond parking area 

and proceed to the Fisherman's Gate traffic circle. Do not allow drop off at the circle only to come 

back and turn left into the Duck Pond parking.  This slows traffic significantly.  Instruct drivers who attempt 

this to leave the gardens and re-enter.  

 

** Once the Duck Pond parking is full, (past years this happened around 7:30am) direct drivers to go 

through the main NBG gate and park in the Visitor’s parking lot, by the main building. They will then walk 

back to the regatta grounds.   

 

**Cars can exit the Duck Pond parking lot onto Azalea Garden Road at any time.  This gate is EXIT only. 

 

VOLUNTEER SAFETY 

** 5:45 - 7:00 is DARK (sunrise 6:30ish), please wear Light colored clothing and a REFLECTIVE VEST and 

bring a FLASHLIGHT (EVSRA provides these items) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTIONS 

** Entrance Road:  

- Please stand on the entrance road, at the turn into the Duck Pond parking.  It helps to have 1-2 

persons slightly before the turn, asking folks if they are 1) parking or 2) dropping off in order to move 

things along,  Have 1 additional person at the turn to keep the flow of traffic into the parking lot. 

- Communicate with Duck Pond attendants to anticipate when lot is near full 

- Once Duck Pond is full, direct drivers to go through NBG main gate and park at Visitor’s lot 

 

** Duck Pond:  

Work as a team to park cars along the perimeter and isles in the middle.  Please see attached map. Direct cars 

to park close to each other to maximize space.  

 

Your shift ends when the lot fills up - maybe as early as 0730  

 

 ** Fishermans’ Circle: 

2 volunteers directing traffic through the circle, tell drivers to drop off equipment quickly, keep cars moving. 

 

** Gate Attendants:  

Gate attendants allow foot traffic into the Gardens/regatta area.  The entrance is to the left of the main NBG 

gate.  

-- There will be NBG person at the gate until the toll booth/main entrance to the Gardens opens.  They will 

handle admittance at that time.  Once the NBG person leaves, everyone without a membership card must go to 

the toll booth to pay.   

-- check for Botanical Gardens membership, please direct folks who are NOT members to the toll booth 

-- for folks coming in&out, create a "password" of your choice, (for example, 'octopus', your choice) 
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